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In this paper I argue that scientists’ accounts of
their own childhoods should not be used in the
way that they often are – as revelatory accounts
of how an interest in science was sparked, and
developed. Stories told by scientists about
things that happened when they were children
do not tell us how they became scientists. They
tell us, instead, how these scientists view them-
selves at the time the stories are told. In partic-
ular, scientists recognise themselves in accounts
of their past actions – things done and felt as
children seem to correspond with, match up
with, things done and felt more recently, as
adult scientists. 

I make this argument with very particular
material – a collection of life story interviews
with Earth scientists collected recently by
myself, for An Oral History of British Science,
led by National Life Stories, at the British
Library. The interviews are long (often over ten
hours) and are usually recorded over several
sessions – repeated visits to the homes or work-
places of the scientists. Throughout, the ques-
tioning is open; regarding their early life, I asked
scientists to tell me about ‘things played with

indoors’, ‘significant outdoor places’, ‘time spent
with their parents’ and so on. Accounts of child-
hood tend to constitute the first two or three
hours of each recording, but interviewees often
return to their childhood at other moments in
the interview. 

The argument of this paper has been devel-
oped in relation to a range of literature on auto-
biography, biography and oral history,
concerning relations between memory, narrative
and identity. It has also considered the small
amount of writing in the historiography of
science on oral history and autobiography. I set
out my own position, in relation to some of this
literature, in the following section. 

Theory 
Academic work on relations between identity,
memory and narrative is concerned with the
representation of self in autobiographical
accounts of all kinds, exploring questions such
as: ‘How do individuals construct the stories
they tell about their lives? What is the relation-
ship between living and telling: between our
day-to-day experiences and the way in which we
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internally organise these experiences and subse-
quently represent them to ourselves and
others?’1 An argument repeated across this
work is that narratives are told or written in the
present, about the past, so that events of the
past gain a curious significance: ‘Autobio-
graphical narratives reconstruct the events of a
life in the light of “what wasn’t known then”,
highlighting the events which are now, with
hindsight, seen to be significant.’2 Events are
linked up retrospectively, to form a ‘lifepath’.3

In this literature on narrative identity, these
retrospective representations of the self are
analysed from a variety of theoretical perspec-
tives. Certain authors claim the ability to see
through representations, using the insights of
psychoanalysis: ‘the contemporary experiences,
actions, relations and identities that make up
subjectivity achieve their meaning and influ-
ence with reference to the way a person’s past
is sedimented into unconscious (as well as
conscious) mental processes [...] Psychoanaly-
sis [...] provides an approach to human subjec-
tivity which can help work out the difference
between honesty and fabrication, between
reality and phantasy and between ambivalence
and splitting.’4 Others prefer evolutionary
biology, rather than psychology or psycho-
analysis, as the key to understanding narratives
of the self. Ian Craib, for example, sets out such
narratives as accounts of the self that can be
judged – weighed up for truthfulness: ‘Narra-
tives are not sacred: they can be judged as more
true or false, more or less self-serving, more or
less many other things.’5 He argues that it is

possible to identify ‘“bad faith” narratives’ of
the self, through attention to the emotional
reality of human life; the appeal is to scientific
authority: ‘I am assuming that human beings
are emotional beings: that emoting is a part of
being alive whether we are aware of it or not
and that this is part and parcel of our biologi-
cal existence (Darwin 1998 [1871]).’6

In this paper I claim no authority – psycho-
analytical or otherwise – to assess the accuracy
or truthfulness of scientists’ accounts of their
childhoods. I follow the approach of other
kinds of work that is attentive to the way self
narratives are told and what these narratives tell
us about how the narrators understand them-
selves, without claiming special insight. Nicola
King’s work, for example, is informed by
conceptions of memory in psychoanalysis (espe-
cially memory as ‘excavation’ and as ‘retransla-
tion’), but her studies of autobiographical
writing of various kinds are not attempts to
beam psychoanalytical understanding onto the
self narratives of others. Instead, she carefully
unpicks ways in which individual authors,
working with particular conceptions of
memory, attempt to remember themselves, in
writing, reflection and, yes, psychoanalysis.7

Nicola King’s project is obviously different to
my own – she is often working with the accounts
of authors who are writing about themselves in
a way that is highly alert to the role of particu-
lar conceptions of memory. I am working with
the accounts of scientists who have agreed to tell
the story of their life for National Life Stories,
not necessarily to reflect themselves on the way
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they are doing so. My own work is closer to
work in oral history where autobiographical
narratives are understood as efforts of self
understanding and representation, told by indi-
viduals who are not engaged in a linked project
to inspect their own assumptions about the
nature of memory. An example of such work is
Alessandro Portelli’s analysis of the recorded life
story of Valtero Peppoloni, a factory worker
from Terni, Italy. Here the life story narrative
(told without writerly self-consciousness about
memory) is regarded as interesting in itself, indi-
cating how Peppoloni sees himself now, in the
present: ‘An individual’s claim in telling his or
her story will often be both to consistency and
change, both to coherence and development.
Narrators thus establish that they are both the
same person they always were, and a different
person, too’.8 Valtero’s characterisation of
himself as a child (‘an unruly brat’) is used by
Valtero to claim personal development (from
unruly brat to responsible class conscious
worker) but also to claim correspondence with
this childhood self: ‘In spite of these changes,
however, Peppoloni insists, at another level, that
he never really changes: the politicised worker
is the same person as the boy who raided the
apricot tree (“there was this fighting spirit,
which I still have”). The deeper level of the
narrative, therefore, is one of consistency and
continuity’.9 In a similar way, scientists’ stories
of their childhood tell us about how these scien-
tists understand themselves in the present, as
adults, in the moments of telling. In particular, I
argue that, like Valtero Peppoloni, they recog-

nise themselves in particular representations of
their childhood selves. It is not necessary to
establish whether these representations are ‘true’
or ‘accurate’, through appeals to the expertise of
science, whether psychological or biological. 

Nicola King’s writers use various materials
and experiences in writing accounts of their
childhoods. For example, Carolyn Steedman
uses other working class autobiographies, fairy
stories and a discovered photograph.10 Ronald
Fraser uses transcripts of his interviews with
servants who worked for his family and notes
on his own psychoanalytic sessions; King
worries that: ‘we do not know how much selec-
tion and reorganisation went into the presenta-
tion of the interview transcripts and the
accounts of the psychoanalytic sessions, how
much (and when) they were translated in the
light of later knowledge for the purposes of
representation in the book.’11 This points to
another feature of scientists’ accounts of their
childhoods discussed here; they are often
formed in relation to particular materials and
experiences: accounts of their childhoods
written by mothers, childhood notebooks,
conversations with former teachers, visits to
places first experienced as children. In this
sense, we are concerned with what Nikolas
Rose calls ‘remembering machines’ or ‘tech-
nologies’: ‘Memory [...] is itself assembled.
One’s memory of oneself as a being with a
psychological biography, a line of development
of emotion, intellect, will, desire, is produced
through family photograph albums, the ritual
repetition of stories, the actual or ‘virtual’
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dossier of school reports, and the like, the accu-
mulation of artefacts, and the attachment of
image, sense, and value to them, and so forth.’12

These sorts of materials are often central to
scientists’ accounts of their childhoods. 

I stress again, because I risk being misun-
derstood on this point, that I am not making a
judgement about the accuracy of scientists’
stories about their childhoods. I claim no
special insight into the nature of identity or the
way that interests are generated and developed
in childhood. In this respect, I adopt a very
different position to that of certain historians
of science using oral history in biographical and
historical research. Lillian Hoddeson, for
example, in spite of her own observation that
‘bias applies just as well to documents, which
may be distorted as interviews by the agendas
that are in place at the time of their creation’13

believes that she is able to use documents, in a
spirit of ‘suspicion and confrontation’, to
‘probe’ the inauthentic ‘mask’ of interviewees.
Hoddeson’s approach, which has been criti-
cised elsewhere14, asserts a particular model of
the self, derived from anthropologist Jan
Vansina:

‘The distinction between mask and face,
Vansina explains, varies from culture to
culture, from one discipline to the next, and
from one profession to another. Both mask
and face are important objects of study for
the oral historian [...] But to construct a
deeper history, she must go farther and
dislodge the mask, to discover the face.’15

Other historians of science value other
models of the self. For example, Thomas
Soderqvist approaches his biographical study of
immunologist Niels Jerne, confident in a very
particular view of human identity: ‘Every indi-
vidual has a stable core-self. On occasion this

stable core can yield a number of narratives,
each referring to a different social persona in
different social contexts, but a coherent
biographical subject nevertheless remains.’16 In
this paper, I make an argument that does not
depend on a belief that identity is formed or is
constituted in one way or another. I do not
know whether people wear ‘masks’ or have
stable cores. I do not need to know in order to
make the arguments presented here. 

To summarise, I argue in what follows that
scientists’ stories of their childhoods should not
be used as straightforward accounts of the influ-
ence of childhood events on the development of
an interest in science. They are revelatory in a
completely different way. They reveal how
scientists, at the moment of interview, often in
their seventies and eighties, understand them-
selves in relation to representations of their
childhood selves; they recognise themselves in
these representations – there is a perceived
correspondence. The representations of child-
hood self are often supported by particular
materials and experiences.

Earth scientists’ accounts of their
childhoods
National Life Story interviews with Earth scien-
tists contain accounts of building radios, playing
with chemistry and electrical sets, constructing
with Meccano, visiting science museums,
natural history walks with parents, watching
trains on toy tracks and real tracks. In most
cases, these experiences are presented as having
contributed to the formation of a scientific self.
For example, geologist Stephen Moorbath says:

Geology of course was not a… not known
as a subject but I remember my father, when
he came, before he was taken to the camp,
right very early on we used to go along
Brighton beach and look at the pebbles on
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the beach and my father for some reason
was keen on fossils, amateur, and we picked
out pebbles on Brighton beach, you know,
Brighton beach is, all the stuff that comes
off the South Downs and so on, so you get
a lot of fossils in the pebbles and we used
to collect these, and then already in
Brighton, when I was only…eleven or so I
used to sit in the library, the public library
in Brighton looking at, looking at big books
about geology. I mean they were sort of
encyclopaedia type and there were pictures
of dinosaurs and fossil man, Neanderthal
man, and they talked about evolution and
so, and volcanoes and minerals and I got
really turned on by geology. [...] But I think
that was the first encounter I had with the
geological sciences and also a realisation
that the stuff that they were giving me in
divinity classes at school about how the
world was created in six days, one day for
this and one – was just nonsense, and that
the truth was far more complicated than
that and far more, well was, you got a
picture, I think I got myself a picture of
observation and fact and observation and
science, already in those early days. I’ve
often thought about this, how did I get this?
Well that’s what it was.17

Similarly, John Kington, author of the New
Naturalist book Climate and Weather, feels that
childhood experiences explain a career in
historical meteorology:

And in those days it was very rare to go to
university so the main thing was to get a job
when you passed your school certificate and
there was a notice on the school notice
board for people, they wanted people to
become [...] Meteorological Assistants in
the Met Office so I thought, well, I was
always interested in the weather so I
applied for that position, and going back,
my father being a countryman had always
been interested in weather and I suppose I,
you know, I caught that from him as well,
having an interest in looking at the sky and
clouds. [...] I think he was the main influ-
ence really, made me look at the sky and the
clouds.18

Elsewhere he comments that ‘my interest in
meteorology had always been there’.19 The
memory of a childhood interest in clouds is
supported by the discovery of a drawing book,
containing his coloured pencil sketch of clouds
above the family home in Haversham, drawn at
the age of fiteen or sixteen, in 1945. 

Drawing of clouds in the
sky over Haversham,
Buckinghamshire in
1945, by John Kington,
then aged fifteen.
Courtesy of John
Kington.



We need to be very careful in simply accept-
ing these and other accounts of the origin of the
scientific self in childhood. John Kington’s
drawing of clouds appears on one page of a
drawing book filled with sketches of many
other things: buildings, politicians, celebrities.
Stephen Moorbath’s walk on Brighton beach
appears midway through a childhood that
includes interests in music and language, a
narrow escape on Kristallnacht, emigration to
Britain and friendship with comedian Ronnie
Barker. In the context of actual, complicated
childhoods, these lines back to pebbles and
drawings of clouds seem rather too neat. 

What is actually going on in these accounts
is suggested by another example. Dan McKen-
zie wrote, with Bob Parker, what many regard
as the first scientific paper on plate tectonics, in
1967, describing the relative movement of rigid
plates on a sphere. His mother was the author
Nan Fairbrother. Two of her books – Children
in the House (1954) and The Cheerful Day
(1960) – describe in detail Dan’s childhood in
the Buckinghamshire countryside, and later in
London. In the first book, Children in the
House, Dan is four years old and is described
as thoughtful, fastidious, cautious, unsure, in
relation to a carefree younger brother.20 Asked
about his own reading of this book, he is keen
to cut rather than make links back to this partic-
ular version of himself: 

Do you remember anything of your
thoughts at reading it?

...Yes, a little bit. I think I was frankly
embarrassed by quite a lot of it because I, it,
it must have been just, I must have read it
just about the time that I star’, that I actu-
ally took off, right, and it was, I mean parts
of it show me absolutely as I remember
myself at that stage of, of being uncertain
about, you know, my human relations with
other people, not knowing when I was
going to get laughed at and this sort of
thing, and really most of that fell away once
I became, you know with puberty really.21

Dan had told me about this change in our
first interview session:

There’s one thing I haven’t said which I
should say, which is that, as, as a child up
until, really I was thirteen or fourteen, I didn’t
do well at school. I was, was frightened and
nervous, and couldn’t understand a lot of
what was going on, and, and didn’t flourish at
all. [...] I have these clear memories of, of
being totally miserable, right, not of any one
particular place or time, it was just, my school
life just was, was a misery. [...] And this
continued until, about, I think it was my
second year at Westminster, and that coin-
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cided, and I don’t know, you know, with, with
puberty, and with me starting to do science.
And, I, I mean I complete, I, I changed very
rapidly, it must have been probably within a
year or two, to, to being like I am now basi-
cally, both physically and mentally. And, I,
you know, I, I could do maths, physics, chem-
istry, and particularly chemistry. [...] I just
became a, basically, a different person.22

In the second of the books, The Cheerful
Day, Dan is between seven and sixteen. Here
there are accounts of Dan’s visits to London’s
Natural History Museum. His mother writes
that,

[...] he explores with vivid delight this new
realm of the mind, finding his own way
about the logical country of scientific
method. It is as if, dumb till now, he had
suddenly been given a language to think in,
to explain his pleasure in the world about
him. [...] The theories I puzzle to under-
stand are for Peter self-evident demonstra-
tions. He is quick and confident as he has
never been before.23

And in the book we hear a young teenage
Dan speaking of a preference for science:
‘“Today was practical Art and I can’t stand it.
Practical Art means drawing your own pictures,
and I can’t possibly draw anything except science
experiments, so I skip it whenever I can”’.24

We discussed this second book as follows:

Do you remember your impressions on
reading it, your feelings?

Yes, I, I... I rather liked it actually. I liked, I
liked it more than, than her, her first book
about the family, right.

Why?

... I suppose it was, I mean, it much, it, it,
it more... was more how I remem’, I mean,
you know, it’s, it’s, it’s when my brother and
I were, were much older, and, I was, I’d
become much more at ease with the world
at Westminster, and that comes through in
the book I think. [...] and that book is much
more about me as I now am. I wouldn’t
have said I had changed an awful lot actu-
ally. I’m sure I have to people who, who are
looking at me from the outside, but in terms
of my feelings about things, not, I mean,
you know, I, that’s, that’s much more how I
am now than, than the first book. 

What do you see in it that’s, that is like you
are now? So when you’re thinking of the
things that are the same about you?

Oh my interests, my attitudes, you know.
You know, it, it just. You know, no, I... I
don’t have any sort of, if you like friction
with it. I mean you know, it’s much more
like I am now, right.25

‘It’s much more like I am now’. Like I am
now. 

Another example of a scientist recognising
his present self in a mother’s account of himself
as a child occurs in the interview with atmos-
pheric physicist, Michael McIntyre. In 1989
Michael’s mother was interviewed by a family
friend, Barry Wise; the interview was repro-
duced for the family in a hard-backed folder
entitled ‘Reflections’. The section ‘Children’
contains descriptions of Michael as a child:

‘I remember Michael’s childhood well. He
was the first. There were so many incidents
that were memorable; like the first time he
corrected me for a loose and inaccurate use
of words. Margaret was in a playpen so he
would have been between three and four.
My mother-in-law’s cat walked into the
playpen and out the other side. I said
“Michael look at Pickles walking through
the bars.” And he didn’t look up from what
he was doing and he said “Through the
holes you mean.”‘26

In my interview with him, in response to the
question ‘what did you do with your mother?’
[as a child], Michael refers to this description:

The other thing I remember about my
mother was that she was interested in [...]
our development and one thing I remember
her saying, and I think she even put this
down in a little notebook she wrote; she –
at one point she made a little book with
some photos in it and her thoughts on this
and that. She called it Anne’s Book. And –
one thing, it had a little story about me as a
kid. There was a playpen. Heavens, was I
small enough? No, the playpen was proba-
bly my sister’s playpen, I suspect. Anyway,
there was a playpen and there was a cat
who went into it and my mother said, ‘Oh
look, so and so, the cat, has just gone
through the bars.’ And I immediately said
apparently, ‘You mean between the bars.’
So at that age I was already interested in
precision and the use of words, which is
perhaps a bit unusual. And I’ve had a fetish
about this all my life, as you know
[laughs].27

Here, Michael McIntyre recognises in this
particular representation of himself as a child,
himself as he is now. This idea of likeness – of
correspondence between past and present



selves – might help us to listen to scientists’
stories of themselves as children. 

A similar point can be made with regard to
Stephen Moorbath’s interview. It is not possible
to use Stephen’s account to determine whether
Stephen became a geologist on Brighton beach
or in its library. It is clear, though, that Stephen
recognises a particular kind of self-understand-
ing as scientist in the image of a boy picking up
fossil samples and turning revelatory pages of
encyclopaedia. And he finds himself in other
places too. For example he recognises his most
recent interests in the mind of his boyhood self,
watching films in the nineteen-forties:

I was always very interested in science
fiction and even during the war, you know,
one saw the first films that had been made
[...] like War of the Worlds by HG Wells
and various other films of this quality,
quality type. I can’t remember the best, my
favourite one [...] yes, I think it was called
Things to Come, it was a great film. I saw
these films over and over again in the old
cinema, fleapit in Walton Street where we
still go nearly every week. It’s modernised
now, and these films really fascinated me
and some of those mentioned about history
of the Earth, not many, but the whole
concept of different worlds, different
worlds on different planets, the Earth as it
was at one time, long before humanity,
these were always things that have inter-
ested me greatly and that probably helped
to shape my whole interest towards this
subject, just as now I am still as interested
as ever and we got some interesting results
this week from Canada…going back further
and further to the earliest history of the
Earth where there is still a great gap of
total, almost total lack of understanding
between the formation of the Earth and the
formation of the oldest known geological
terrain or rocks [...] But it still interests me
as much as ever ‘cause you, you get a visu-
alisation of the Earth and the universe and
of life as it’s, in a completely different time,
and last week for example Pauline and I
went to a day school here in Oxford on
the...what was it called now, here we are…
‘Early Modern Humans, the Emergence of
Cultural and Symbolic Behaviour’, that was
a fantastic programme.28

Similarly, I don’t think it is sensible to simply
accept and report that John Kington became a
meteorologist through discussions of weather
lore with his farmer father, or through sky
drawing. He simply recognises himself in an
image of a boy at a window, looking up, colour-
ing the sky. Indeed, clouds allow him to
construct a sense of self that runs in a recog-

nisable way from schooldays, through higher
education, to what he did that morning: 

And why cloud study as your choice for
research rather than any other aspect of the
atmosphere?

Well I think that goes way back, you know,
to boyhood schooldays when I had always
been interested in clouds, I think I showed
you that picture I drew at Haversham
before I started taking photographs, but
once I had the camera then of course that
took over and any interesting features of the
sky I snapped. So this obviously had been a
very important, it still is, I mean every day
I look out, the first thing I do, look out of
the window and see what the sky
is...appearing, so that naturally was the
topic I took up.29

If John Kington looks at the sky first thing
every morning, then we might argue that far
from already formed in childhood experiences,
his scientific self is constantly performed or
asserted. It is renewed daily. 

Take one further example. Quaternary geol-
ogist Richard West told me that his preference
for outdoor fieldwork was established by his
schooldays: ‘Most of the people there were on
the arts side and if you wanted to do well you
would have to distinguish yourself in the arts
side of life really which didn’t find a great
attraction for me compared with this other stuff
of getting outside and looking at what’s going
on and to a certain extent that still applies really,
yes [laughs]’.30 But it is clear that this self
understanding is current, performed through
ongoing fieldwork in west Norfolk. In particu-
lar, Richard understands himself as a geologist
in relation to other people in the field: 

It’s a very lonely job driving a tractor and
boring as well, so quite often they’re quite
pleased to talk to people and you explain
what you’re doing. I often say when I’m
talking in the field that I really don’t like
being inside and I prefer to be outside and
they all appreciate that point, because
they’re doing the same.31

Richard recognises a thoroughly up-to-date
identity in the image of a school boy preferring
outdoor botany to indoor scholarship. 

Conclusion
In a survey of the use and collection of oral
histories by historians of science, Ronald Doel
considers the value of life stories in attempts to
understand relations between childhood inter-
ests and scientific career. In one oral history
project involving astrophysicists: ‘Most recalled
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that a parent or especially a grandparent had
cultivated their interest in astronomy. Many
were given or built a small telescope by their
tenth birthday, and virtually all had read one of
a small number of popular astronomy texts’.32

In another project, involving geophysicists:
‘Only one recalled the influence of a grandpar-
ent, and fewer than half freely reported a
parent’s interest in science. While some
collected minerals avidly [...] few saw them-
selves bound for careers in science’.33 Doel
adds: ‘Until further interviews are made, I hesi-
tate to assign much weight to these intriguing
social differences.’34

I want to reflect briefly on what ‘weight’
might be assigned to a growing collection of
accounts of scientists’ childhoods. In order to
present a reasonably subtle argument with as
much clarity as possible, I have avoided close
analysis of the accounts of childhood included
in this paper. I have argued that scientists

recognise themselves in accounts of their
childhoods, without dwelling on what they
recognise. This varies from individual to indi-
vidual – for example, attention to the sky in
the case of John Kington, and fascination with
Earth history in Stephen Moorbath’s – but
what common features might emerge across
an expanding collection of scientists’ child-
hood stories? Perhaps British scientists who
started their careers soon after World War
Two, mostly male, middle class and educated
at private or grammar schools, recognise
common features in particular representations
of their childhoods? An answer to this ques-
tion is well beyond the scope of this paper, but
we might expect any such common features to
coincide with what Portelli calls ‘communal’
features in life stories: ‘motifs, themes and
patterns of plot and performance which can be
compared with other stories told in the same
environment.’35
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